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Bumraary. The linear-quadratie dependence of effect on the dose of ionizing radiation and 
its biophysical implieations are eonsidered. The estimation of the parameters of the response 
funetion and the derivation of the joint eonfidenee region of the estimates are deseribed. The 
method is applied to the induetion of pink mutations in Tradescantia which follows the linear- 
quadratie model. The s$atistieal proeedure is also sui~able for other response functions. 

Introduction 

The study of dose-response relations has always been one of the main topics of  
radiation biology and radiation biophysics. Various theoretical models, m a n y  of 
them linked to hit- or target-theory, have been used to obtain analytical approxi- 
mations for such relations, t towever,  only few at tempts  have been made to test  
the fit of the experimental resnlts to the analytical expressions. This lack of 
at tention to the quanti tat ive evaluation of dose-response curves may  par t ly  be 
due to the fact tha t  the models usually employed have lost their original bio- 
physical interpretation, since it has been shown tha t  the processes of energy 
deposition by  ionizing radiation are rar more complex than postulated in hit- or 
target- theory [ t t ,  t2], and tha t  the resulting analytical expressions are arbi trary 
special cases among a wide class of more general stochastic equations [6]. The lack 
of statistical t rea tment  may  also be due to the fact tha t  equations such as the 
multi-target formula contain the unknown parameters  in non-linear form and tha t  
therefore the estab]ished techniques of linear regression analysis cannot be readily 
employed. 

Recently it has been pointed out tha t  at  least for certain cellular effects and in 
the range of small doses one deals with a simple linear-quadratic dose-response 
curve, and tha t  the parameters  in such response curves have well defined bio- 
physical meaning [7]. Earlier the linear-quadratic relation had been invoked in 
the special case of the formation of dicentric chlomosomes by  ionizing radiations, 
and it  has been extensively discussed in the literature (see e.g. [8, t6, 1, t0]). In  
the following, statistical methods will be considered to obtain the least-squares fit 
and the confidence region for the parameters  of a dose-effect relation. The linear- 
quadratic model will be t reated in detail as a particularly simple example and 
because of its special relevance to the important  problem of the effects of ionizing 
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radiations at small doses. I-Iowever, with minor modifications the considerations 
will be applieable also to other and more eomplicated cases. 

The Linear-Quadratic Relation 

The remarks in this section do not concern details of the statistical procedure, 
they will, however, serve to pur the statistieal problem into perspective by out- 
lining one area of particular applicability. 

A systematie study of the relative biologieal effectiveness (RBE) of various 
radiation qualities as a funetion of absorbed dose has led to the eoneinsion that  
primary cellular damage produced by ionizing radiations in various eukaryotes is 
proportional to the square of the specifie energy, z, in the nucleus or in sensitive 
sites of the nueleus of the order of one to several micrometer diameter [7]: 

s ( z )  = k z  2 . (i) 
This relation indicates that  the cellular damage is due to the interaction of 

pairs of radiation-indueed sublesions or, more generally speaking, that  the primary 
cellnlar damage results from a second-order reaction of radiation products. The 
quadratie dependence on specifie energy leads to a linear-quadratie dependenee 
on absorbed dose: 

e(D) = k (~»+ Da). (2) 

The linear term in this relation corresponds to that  component of the damage 
which is due to lesions produeed in one and the same partiele traek; ~ is the 
average inerement of specific energy brought about by a single charged particle 
in the site. The quadratic term corresponds to the component of damage which is 
due to lesions produeed by separate particles. Accordingly, one can state that  the 
linear term represents the intra-traek effect while the quadratic term represents 
the inter-track effect. 

Before the microdosimetrie concepts had been developed whieh lead to Eq. (2) 
the linear-quadratie dose dependence was deduced within the limits of the LET 
concept for the special case of the induction of dicentrie ehromosomes and centric 
rings. In  this ease s(D) stands for the mean number of these aberrations per cell. 
Lea [8] gives an exeellent account of the reasoning whieh in essence eorresponds 
to the more generalized mierodosimetric arguments. Later there were numerous 
studies in which the ideas expressed by Lea have been applied and further devel- 
oped (see e.g. [i6, l, i0]). I t  has been shown [7] that  within the approximation of 
the L E T  eoncept Eq. (2) reduces to: 

where -LD is the dose averagë LET in (keV/[xm), d is the site diameter in ([xm), 
and.D is the absorbed dose in (rad). The relation expresses the faet that  the ehromo- 
some aberrations are the result of two "single-breaks"; the linear term represents 
the yield of aberrations due to the interaetion of two breaks produeed by the 
same particle frack, the quadratic term represents the yield due to the interaction 
of breaks which are produced by different charged particles. 

I t  should be noted that  these relations are only approximations eren if one 
disregards saturation effects at higher doses. The quadratie dependence on energy 
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concentration in the nucleus may  not be strictly valid, and Eq. (l) may  c o ß a i n  an 
additional linear te rm in z. In  the oase of ehromosome aberrations such a linear 
term could, for example, be dne to the fact  tha t  seine single-breaks are present 
e ren  in unirradiated eells. But  in this more general ease one still obtains the linear- 
quadratie dependence on absorbed dose; the only differenee is tha t  the ratio of the 
linear to the quadratie term is then larger than  predJcted on the basis of micro- 
dosimetrie data  er the L E T  value. 

The linear-quadratie relation for the pr imary cellular damage has been de- 
duced indirectly from studies of RBE.  Beeause the observed experimental and- 
point need not be linearly related to the pr imary eellular damage, one cannot 
always expect the simple linear-quadratie relation. Dose-effect curves for eyto- 
genetie effects may  therefore be pal~icularly simple special cases. I t  has, however, 
been found tha t  the grow~h reduction of Vicia/aba seedlings as a function of 
absorbed dose also agrees well with an expression which contains the linear and 
the quadratie term in dose [4, 5]: 

In G = In Ge-- alD-- a~D2 (4) 

where G is the mean growth increment a t  dose D, and G 0 is the mean growth of the 
unirradiated plants. The same relation has been used to describe the survival o f  
mammalian cells as a function of dose [i4]. 

Fig. i gives results from a s tudy in which the hnear-quadratic dependence has 
been determined with high accuracy and down to very low doses for pink and 
eolorless mutat ions in statuen hairs of Tradescantia 1. The example in Fig. l is the  
yield of pink mutat ions obtained with X-rays in elone 02 [t5]. For the purpose of 
the present discussion only the results at  low doses will be eonsidered; the plateau 
and the subsequent decline of  the yield a t  high doses which m a y  be due to cell 
killing will not be eonsidered. 

The full logarithmic plot has the advantage tha t  orte can judge the da ta  
accurately eren  in the range of low doses and low yields. In  addition, this plot has 
the property tha t  proport ionahty of the yield to a power, .Dn, of the dose is indi- 
eated by  a straight line of slope n. Thus, if one plots the yield minus the eontrol 
incidenee, the initial par t  of the eurves with slope i corresponds to a linear de- 
pendence on dose while the par t  of the eurves which approaches slope 2 at  higher 
doses corresponds to a quadratie dependence on dose. In  the following, these data 
will be analyzed on the basis of the linear-quadratie model expressed in Eqs. (2) 
and (3). 

I t  is of interest to note tha t  in cytogenetics the linear-quadratie modal is 
sometimes substituted by  the assumption of proportionality of the yield to a power 
of dose intermediate between i and 2. Depending on the observed value n of the 
exponent the effect is then considered to be nearer to a linear er quadratie rela- 
tion. I t  is obvious from Fig. i tha t  such a s tatement  has limited meaning; whether 
one finds a linear dependence, a quadratic dependenee, er a dependence inter- 
mediate between these two eases, depends entirely on the dose fange whieh is 
investigatëd. Frequently experimental studies cover only a narrow dose fange, 
and it is then quite possible to approximate the results by  a line segment with 

1 Annual Repor$ on Research Projec$ C00-3243-2, pp. 170--200, USAEC (t973). 
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Fig. I.  Yield of colourless mutations in the statuen hairs of Tradescantia as a funetion of X-ray 
dose. The points represent the observed yie]ds minus the yield of the controls; the bars 
represent twice the standard deviations. The observations at low doses (full eircles) are used to 
obtain the least-squares fit to Eq. (5) ; the curve of the yield minus spontaneous incidenee whieh 

results from the least-squares fit is given as a broken line 

eons tan t  slope in the  full  logar i thmie  plot .  However ,  even in  these cases t he  
analys is  in t e rms  of  the  l inear -quadra t ic  model  is more  meaningful .  

Linear Itegression Analysis of the Dose-Response Function 

The s ta t i s t ica l  procedures  necessary  to  der ive the  leas t -squares  fi t  and  to  
ob t a in  the  jo in t  confidence region for the  p a r a m e t e r s  of  response funct ions  such 
as  Eqs.  (2) to  (4) are  well es tabl i shed  (see e.g. [2]). I t  will, however,  be useful to  
discuss the  pr inc ipa l  numer ica l  s teps  in a form read i ly  appl icable  to  the  t yp i c a l  
s i tua t ions  encountered  in r ad ia t ion  biology.  No a t t e m p t  will be m a d e  to  presen t  
t he  full  reasoning which nnder l ies  the  numer ica l  procedure  since de ta i led  accounts  
a re  found  in t he  l i tera t~re .  

Least-Squares  Es t imate  o] the Parameters  

Consider the  l inea r -quadra t i c  re la t ion  be tween  effect, y, and  dose2: 

y(D)  = a v b  a 2 D-t- a 8 D 2 . (5) 

2 The symbol y is used for the effect in order to avoid confusion with the symbol e which 
will be used for the statistical error. 
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The expression is linear in the parameters, al, a» and a a whose true values 
are unknown, and have to be estimated from the experimental data. The fol- 
lowing considerations will, with minor modifieations, apply to all models which 
are linear in the parameters, regard]ess how the dose enters the expression. 

Assume that  a series of doses Dr, (u = i . . . . .  N), is applied in an experiment, 
and that  the observed effect levels at these dose values are y~. One or several of 
the Dv may have the value zero, i.e. they may represent control groups. 

The least-squares problem consists in finding the values of the parameters al, 
2/ 

a z and a 8 which minimize the sum of squares, ~ e~, where the e~ are the differences 

between the observations, y~, and the theoretical effect levels, y(D~) : 

e, = y (D~)- -  y~ = ax÷ a z DA- a a D 2 -  y,; (v = i, . . . .  N) .  (6) 

I t  is practical to write these relations in matrix form (for details see texts such 
as [3]). Iu  the following, vectors will be represented by bold-faced small letters, 
matrices by bold-faced capital letters. Components of vectors or matrices will be 
indicated by the corresponding letters not in bold face but with indices. Use of 
the matrix notation will make it clear how the analysis is to be modified for dose- 
response functions different from the linear-quadratic form. 

I f  one introduces the vector of errors, e, the vector of observations, y,  and the 
vector of parameters, a :  

e = , y = , and a = a2 

e~/ a3 

and defiaes the matrix, C, of coefficients: 

C =  QI D1 

i DN 

Then Eq. (6) takes the form: 

(7) 

D~ 

(8) 

e = C a - - y .  (9) 
The vector a has to be chosen so that  the vector, e, of errors has minimum length. 
The problem can be reduced to the solution of a system of linear equations. Since 
the mathematics is elementary, and since computer routines are commonly avail- 
able to derive the solutions ä and ê of the minimization problem for a given 
matrix, C, of coefficients and a given vector, y ,  of observations, there is no necessity 
to list explicif details. The solution is, however, given in Appendix I. The vector ä 
is c~lled the estimate of the parameters. 

Up to this point it has been assumed that  all the observations, y ,  have the 
same weight. This is in general not justified because the standard deviations, 

N 
a~, associated with the observations, y~, may be different. Instead of ~ e~ one 

u~l 
/V 

taust therefore minimize the weighted sum of squares of errors, ~ (e~/(r~)2. In  
v=l 
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some cases it is possible to obtain estimates of the values a, from the experimentM 
observations. For instance, in growth reduction studies with Vicia/aba, groups of 
seedlings are exposed to different doses; one can in this case estimate both the 
standard deviation of the effect and the mean effect in each group [4, 5]. In  other 
eases such as the scoring of certain rautations or in cellular survival studies one 
determines merely the number of cells in an exposed group of cells which show the 
effect. The varianee a~ can then be estimated as n~(l-- m/N,), where n~ is the rmm- 
ber of cells which show the effect and N~ is the total number of cells in the group. 

2 by n ,  These approxi- When one deals with small rates, n,/N,, one can estimate a~ 
mations for the variance of the individual points are based on the assumption 
that  one deals with a binomial distribution or a Poisson distribution of n~. This 
may not alwa.ys be strictly correct, and the actual variance may be larger than 
the predicted values. The estimates chosen for a~ are, however, aceeptable as long 
as they are proportional to the actual variances, a~; the essential requirement is 
merely that  the individual points be given their correct relative weights. 

To achieve the proper correction one has to substitute the terms e~, y~, and 
C** in Eq. (9) by the expression e,/a~, y~/a~ and C,~/a~. In  the following it will be 
assumed that  this normalization is applied; however for simplicity of notation 
the symbols e~, y,, and C,, will be retained for the modified terms. 

The Joint Confiäence Region 
I t  is not uncommon that  estimates of the parameters of a response function 

are determined and their standard errors or confidence ranges are given separately. 
This can, however, be misleading insofar as the estimates of the parameters are 
not independent. In  the lirtear-quadratic equation, for example, a larger estimate 
of one of the parameters would imply a decrease of the optimum estimates of the 
other two parameters. 0ne can ask for that  region in the space of the three para- 
meters a 1, a 2, and a s which corresponds to a given value of Xe~ larger than the 
minimum value obtainable with optimum fit. These regions are ellipsoids as ean 
be seen in the following way. 

Assume that  the least-squares estimates of the parameters are designated by 
äk and that  the corresponding snm of least squares, Xê~ is designated by ~; 

I[ C~, - -y  [I~= ~*. (~0) 

In  order to obtain the region in the spaee of the parameters which correspond 
to a larger sum of squares, s +  ~, one taust solve the equation: 

I[Ca--y lid= ~+  s .  (~_~.) 

Orte can show (see Appendix II)  that  this equation is equivalent to: 

Il ca lid= ~ (12) 

where the components of a,  «~ = ak- -  äk, are the deviations of the parameters 
from their estimated va]ues. This is the equation of an ellipsoid centered at ä, i.e. 
at the least squares estimate of the parameters. The shape and orientation of the 

* The double brackets ]1 denote the norm of a veetor. The ¢erm on the left-handside of the 
equation is therefore the square of the length of the vector (Ca -2),  and Zê~ ~ eould also be 
~ ' i t t e .  as  Il e Il ~" 
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ellipsoid is determined by  C and the size by  s. The equation can be writ ten in the 
normalized form: 

a '  B a ~- t** (t3) 

where the symmetrie (3 × 3)-matrix B is defined as: 

B = t-- C ' C .  (i4) 
8 

From Eq. (i3) one readily derives the major  axes of the ellipsoid of the three 
parameters  a» a 2, and a3, or obtains the plot of the ellipse which results if one 
considers only the two dose coeffieients a 2 and a 8. This will be dealt with in the 
next  section where numerical results will be given for the data of Fig. t .  First  i t  
will be necessary to consider how the value of s is determined which corresponds 
to a given level of statistical significance. 

The determination of the joint confidence region is based on the assumption 
tha t  the theoretical expression used to fit the data is valid and tha t  therefore the 
errors are entirely due to statistical fluctuations and not to systematic deviations 
of the experimental results. Moreover one assumes tha t  the errors, e~, are inde- 
pendent and normally distributed. 

As a first step, before one considers the confidence region of the parameters,  
one taust  therefore cheek whether the theoretical model is indeed aeceptable. 
There are various possible tests which can be applied to eheck the adequacy of 
a model; all these tests are based on an examination of the residuals ê~ = ~~-- y~. 
The general method is to apply suitable non-parametric tests of randomness to the 
set of values ê~. I l ,  however, the variances, a~, of the observations are known, the 
simplest test  of adequaey is the comparison of the weighted sum of least squares, 

/V 

"3 ~ ~ ê~/a~,with the eritical value of the statistie Z ~ with ( N - - M )  degrees of 
v = l  

freedom. I f  the test  of adequacy of the theoretical model does not lead to its 
rejection, one can proceed to the second step and determine the seMar s and the 
resulting region of confidence of the parameters.  

There are two different methods for the determination of the value of s. The 
ehoice of the method depends on whether the variances, a~, themselves or only 
the relative weights of the individual observations are known. 

I f  one knows only the relative weight of the individual observations, one has 
to use the fact tha t  s/$ is distributed aeeording to Fisher's F-distribution with 
M degrees of freedom for the numerator  and ( N - - M )  degrees of freedom for 
the denominator. The joint region of the parameters  with the eonfidenee level p is 
obtained by  using the following value of s in Eqs. (13) and (14) : 

M 
s =  ~ ~=--_-~ F(M, lV-- M, ~) .  (15) 

N is the number  of observations (dose values), M the number  of parameters,  and 
B(M, N - -  M, p) the eritical value of Fisher's ~V-distribution on the level p of 
eordldence. 

In  the case of the linear-quadratic model M is equal to 3, but  the formulae 
apply to the general case of a linear model of arbi trary order M. Tables of eritieal 

*« The prime indicates transposition of a vector or a matrix. 
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values of F(M, L, p) for various degrees of freedom, M and L, and for different 
confidence levels p are found in the literature [2, 9]. 

If, as in the example of Fig. 1, the values a~ are knoml, s is distributed aeeord- 
ing to the statistic Z 2 with M degrees of freedom. The value of s defining the joint 
eonfidenee region on the level p is then given by:  

s =  Z~ (P)" (~6) 

This leads to an ellipsoid concentric, coaxial, and similar to the one obtained on 
the basis of Fisher's 2'-distribution; but usually this ellipsoid is somewhat smaller. 
This refleets the fact that  one has more information in this case than in the pre- 
vious one where only the relative values of the varianees, «~, are known. 

Numerical Results and Generalization to Non-Linear Cases 

The least-squares fit of Eq. (5) to the data of Fig. t results in the sum ~ = 14.7. 
This is less than the 95%-value Z.~~_3 = t9.7 for N =  t4. The model can therefore 
be aeeepted. 

Table t represents the result of the least-squares fit and the solution of Eq. (13). 
In  order to define the resulting ellipsoid of the possible vMues of the parameters 
in concise but explieit form, the outer points of its main axes are given in addition 
to the center ä. These values are readily obtained from Eq. (t.3) by computing 
the eigen-veetors of the matrix B (see Appendix III) .  

Also given in Table i are the 95%-values and 50%-values of the statistics Z~ 
and 3/ (N--  3) E(3, Z T -  3). The numerical results are based on the statistic Z~, 
i.e. Eq. (13) has been solved with the value s = 7.82. I f  one were to use the value 
s ---- t4.4 resulting from Fisher's distribution, one would obtain a confidence region 
with linear dimensions increased by a faetor 1.36. 

While Table t contains the full numerical results, one may want to present 
these results in simpler form. In  order to do this, one can eliminate the parameter 
Œ1, i.e. the spontaneous incidence of the mutations, and merely consider the con- 
fidence region of the dose coeffieients a~ and a a. This confidence region corresponds 
to the projection of the ellipsoid of the three parameters into the plane of the two 
parameters a 2 and a a. But its size is somewhat smaller because one taust set 8 
equal to Z~ or 2 / (N--  3). 2'(2, N - -  3) • ~, since M is equal to 2 instead of 3. The 
resulting figure is an ellipse as shown in Fig. 2. The inner ellipse, drawn as a broken 
line, corresponds to the 50 %-level of the statistie Z~, and ean therefore be con- 
sidered as the region of standard deviation of the parameters a 2 and a a. I-Iow the 
matrix of coefficients for the ellipse is derived from the matrix Bis  pointed ou~ in 
Appendix IV. One should note that  one would obtain regions whieh can be some- 
what too small, ff one were to derive the intersection of the ellipsoid with the 
plane a z = dl instead of its projection onto the plane of a 2 and a a. Orte should 
further note that  the form of the ellipsoids and ellipses, i.e. the orientation of the 
axes, depends on the choice of the unit of dose. For a suitable plot it is desirable 
that  the values of the different parameters are of the same order of magnitude. 
A proper choice of the unit for the numerical calcul~tion is therefore a dose for 
whieh the linear and the quadratic components in the response fmlction are about 
equal. As a value elose to the bend of the curve in Fig. t the unit of t0 rad has 
been ehosen for the computations in the present example. 
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Table 1. Coordinates of the 95 %-confidenee region of the #ara- 
meters a i, a 2 und as in Eq. (5) applied to the data of Fig. i and 

critical values of the statistics Z s and F 

95 %-confidence ellipsoid of the parameters based on the ZS-statistic 

al a2 as 
(rad -1 ) (rad -s ) 

Center (äi) 7A7 • t0 -4 4.03 • 10 -~ 3.05. l0  -~ 

End points of axes 8A4 4.03 3.05 
6.20 4.03 3.05 

7.00 4.64 3.69 
7.35 3.42 2.4t 

6.90 5.9~ 1.26 
7.45 2.15 4.84 

N = 14; M = 3; ~ = ]]ê ]]2 = i4.7;  %2ii (0.95) = 19.7; 
Z~ii (0.5) = 10.3. 

Critical values of 2' and %s and corresponding values oB s: 
Zsa(0.95) = 7.82; s = 7.82. 
3/11.$'(3,1~[, 0.95) = 0.98; s = t4.4. 

q4 
" 0  

6 
.10-5 

% 
I I ! I 1 I 

0 2 4. 6.10 -~" 
a 2 (rad -I) 

Fig. 2.95 %-eonfidence region for the parameters a 2 and a a of the linear-quadratic model, Eq. 
(5), applied to the data of Fig. 1. The broken ellipse delineates the region of standard deviation 

T h e  s tud ies  w i t h  Tradescantia p e r m i t  r e l a t i v e l y  h i g h  s t a t i s t i ca l  a c c u r a c y  e r e n  

a t  low doses,  as  is a p p a r e n t  f r o m  Fig .  2. Th i s  is due  to  t h e  n a t u r e  o f  t h e  exper i -  

m e n t a l  s y s t e m  in  wh ich  a sma l l  n u m b e r  o f  a f fec ted  cells can  be  d e t e c t e d  a m o n g  an  
e x t r e m e l y  l a rge  n u m b e r  o f  e x p o s e d  cells. I n  o t h e r  s y s t e m s  to  wh ieh  t h e  m e t h o d  has  

b e e n  a p p l i e d  [4, 5, i 3 ]  t h e  r e l a t i v e  size o f  t h e  conf idence  r eg ions  has  been  larger .  

T h e  s t a n d a r d  dev i a t i ons ,  a~, i n d i c a t e d  in  F ig .  t a r e  d e r i v e d  u n d e r  t h e  a s s u m p t i o n  

t h a t  one  dea ls  w i t h  Po i s son  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  o f  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  a f fee ted  cells  a t  sma l l  

doses.  T h i s  is n o t  necessa r i ly  a v a l i d  a s s u m p t i o n ,  s ince a t  each  dose,  Dr, one  
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scores a large number  of cells in a limited number of plants; sensigivity variations 
between plants or interdependenee of the mutagenetie events in neighboring eells 
in the same statuen hairs eould lead to a varianee whieh exeeeds tha t  of a Poisson 
distribution. Whether this is indeed the ease carmot be decided in the present 
example, beeause the least-squares sum, ~, although larger than  the 50 yo-value is 
considerably smaller than the 95 o B-value of Z}-3. For this reason the validity of 
the standard deviations depieted in l~ig. t has been accepted, and the anMysis has 
been based on the Z2-statistie. 

From the estimates and eonfidence regions for a s and as one obtait~s ghe 
eorresponding fange of the quantities k = a a and ~ = a2/a a in Eq. (2). The miero- 
dosimetrie implications of the observed value of ~ and its eonfidenee fange is not 
the objeet of the present study, not will the influence of saturation be eonsidered 
which leads to deviations from the linear-quadratie modël at  higher doses. 

The mathematieM procedure, hefe applied to the linear-quadratie model, can 
be modified to apply to other eases. In  the esse of Eq. (4) whieh has been used for 
survival eurves of mammalian eells [t4] or growth reduetion studies in plants [4, 5] 
no modifieations are neeessary, hut  one taust be sure to equate the vMues sv with 
the standard deviation of the logarithm of the observed variable and not with the 
standard deviation of its absolute vMue. A simplifiea~ion oeeurs in those eases 
where one deMs with only two parameters,  i.e. if the te rm which is quadratie in 
dose ean be neglected with densely ionizing radiations, The mathematical  problem 
of the derivation of the eonfidenee region then reduees to a problem in two di- 
mensions. The modifieations in ~he formalism are obvious. 

More eomplieated are those models whieh are non-linear in the unknown 
parameters.  One example is the model defined by  the relation: 

y(D) = Œl+ a2Dn . (17) 

In  this case the equations for the least-squares problem can be readily established; 
but  their analyticM solution is difficult. The simplest method is therefore ~o use a 
computer and perform the least-squares fit for a series of fixed values of n. In  this 
way the least-squares estimate of n can be determined. The same technique can be 
used in order to obtain the confidence region section by  seetion. 

Freq~ently it is possible to linearize a model by  considering a suitable function 
of y(D) instead of y(D) itseff. This can Mso be done in the case of Eq. (~7). 
Since the parameters  of interest in this equation are a~ and n rather than  al, the 
response funetion ean be rewritten in the form: 

In [y(D)-- al] = In a2÷ n l nD .  (18) 

With this modißcation the model is linear in the two parameters  In a 2 and n, and 
the confldenee region of these parameters  can be readily obtMned for a series of 
vMues of a z. Similar eonsiderations ean be applied to other dose-response func- 
tions. 

Appendix 

The following eonsiderations, although related to the particular example 
diseussed in the present eontext, are formulated so tha t  they apply to the general 
ease of M linear parameters.  The derivations are given in eompact form suitable 
for reference. More elementary explanations are found in the literature (see e.g. [2 ] ). 
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I. Solution o~ the Least-Square« Problem 
Eq. ( i l )  has the form: 

e = C a - - y .  (i9) 

I f  orte considers all vectors a, then the correspon4ing vectors Ca define an M- 
dimensional subspace, W, in the N-dimensional space of the vectors y of observa- 
tions. The least-squares solution, ä, is the vector for which the length of the vector 
e is minimum. Therefore e must be orthogonalto W. Accordinglyits scalar products 
with the columns of C, which are linearly independent vectors in W, must be zero : 

C' ( C ä - - y ) =  0 .  (20) 

Therefore the solution of the least-squares problem is: 

ä =  (c'c) -1 c' y .  (2i) 

I I .  Equation o/the Confidence Region 
Eqs. (i0) and ( i l )  have the form: 

I[ c~-y []2= ~ (22) 
a n d  : 

Il C a - y  112= 8+ ~. (23) 
:Fur~hermore one has: 

C(a-- ä)= (Ca - - y ) - -  ( C ä - - y )  (24) 

where C(a-- ä) is a vector of W, while (Cä--y)  is orthogonal to W. Therefore: 

11 c ( « -  a) 112- - Il c « - y  II 2 -  II c a - y  II = (2õ) 
B n d  : 

Il c ( , -  ä) il== 8. (26) 
This is the Eq. (12) of the ellipsoid. 

I I I .  Hall Axes o/the Ellipsoiä 
Aceording to Eq. (13) the equation of the centere4 ellipsoid is: 

a '  B tz = I .  (27) 

The major axes have the property that  they have the same direetion as the normal 
vector at  their interseetion points with the surfaee of the ellipsoid. The normal 
vector at a point a of the surface is Ba,  therefore if a~ is the vector defining the 
i-th half axis: 

B a~ = 2~ a~ .  (28) 

This is the definition of an eigen-vector of B, and 2~ is its eigen-value. Inserting 
a~ into Eq. (27) one obtains: 

o,~ Ba, =,~, Il a, 112= ~. (29) 
Thus the major axes have the direction of the eigen-vectors of B and the eigen- 
values are the inverse squares of the length of the half axes. 

I V. Projection o/the Ellipsoid 
Assume that  the centered M-dimensional ellipsoid is projected along the 

direction of the first coordinate vector, us. The points, a, on the surface of the 
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el l ipsoid which form the  contour  of  the  p ro jec t ion  have  normal  vectors ,  Ba,  
or thogonal  to ul .  Therefore  the  first componen t  of  B a  is zero:  

M 
u~ Ba = X B I ~  a t  = 0 (30)  

k=l 
and  

M Bie 
a l = - -  ~ . -  (3i) k=2 Bn ak. 

Therefore  the  set  of  po in ts  a is ob ta ined  f rom the  re la t ion :  

a =  T r  (32) 

where T is a m a t r i x  of  M rows and  ( M - -  l )  columns which conta ins  the  t e rms  
B~, k+l/B n as the /c - th  e lement  of  i ts  firs~ row ~nd has  the  form of  a uni t  d iagonal  
m~~rix below the  first row. The  vec tor  r is the  t r u n c a t e d  form of  a which resul ts  i f  
orte e l iminates  i ts  firs~ componen t  a 1. I n  the  special  case o f  M = 3 one has :  

ß11 Bll ~ a 2 
T---- i a ! and  r =  . (33) 

; /  a3 
0 

The  equa t ion  of  the  (M- i ) -d imens iona l  p ro jec t ion  figure is therefore  : 

r '  T ' B  T r :  i .  (34) 

This  means  ~hat ~he ( M - - l ) - d i m e n s i o n ~ l  p ro jec t ion  of  an  M-d imens iona l  
el l ipsoid defmed b y  a ma~rix B is again  an  el l ipsoid and  t h a t  i t  is defined b y  the  
m a t r i x  T '  B T. The resul t  can be casi ly  general ized to  the  e l imina t ion  of  more  
t h a n  one pa ramete r .  As po in t cd  ou t  carlier,  the  va lue  of  s which enters  the  de- 
finit ion of  B in Eq.  ( i4) t aus t  correspond to the  ac tua l  number  of  pa r a me te r s  unde r  
considerat ion.  
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